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Hyperglycemia is:
• the hallmark of all forms of diabetes, including the most 

common type 1 (T1D) and type 2 (T2D);
• the pathogenetic determinant of diabetes-specific 

microvascular disease retinopathy, nephropathy and 
neuropathy;

• a major risk factor for cardiovascular diseases (CVD), including 
myocardial infarction, stroke and limb ischemia, associated 
with diabetes

Hyperglycemia and diabetes



• Landmark intervention trials, such as the DCCT/EDIC in T1D 
and the UKPDS in T2D have demonstrated that intensive 
therapy, aiming at correcting, or at least mitigating 
hyperglycaemia (as measured by HbA1c), is effective in 
preventing or delaying microvascular complications;

• The effect of glucose control on reducing CVD risk is less 
obvious and requires a longer time to become assessable .

Glucose control and diabetes complications



However,
we still have a problem



Percentage Surviving by Age Among Those With Type 1 Diabetes Compared With the 
General Population Without Type 1 Diabetes

Livingstone SJ et al. JAMA. 2015;313:37-44

Estimated life expectancy for patients with type 1 diabetes in Scotland based on data 
from 2008 through 2010 indicated a loss of subsequent life expectancy at age 20 years 
of approximately 11 years for men and 13 years for women compared with the 
general population without type 1 diabetes.



N Engl J Med 2014;371:1972-82.

CONCLUSIONS
In our registry-based observational study, patients with type 1 
diabetes and HbA1c ≤6.9% had a risk of death from any cause or 
from cardiovascular causes that was twice as high as the risk for 
matched controls.



Adjusted Hazard Ratios for Death in 
Patients with Type 1 Diabetes versus 

Controls, According to HbA1c

N Engl J Med 2014;371:1972-82.



CONCLUSIONS
In our registry-based observational study, patients with type 
1 diabetes and HbA1c ≤6.9% had a risk of death from any 
cause or from cardiovascular causes that was twice as high 
as the risk for matched controls.

N Engl J Med 2014; 371:1972-1982.

INTERPRETATION
Since type 1 diabetes is a model of pure hyperglycaemic disease, with 
no or marginal contribution by obesity, hypertension and dyslipidemia 
typical of type 2, the increased risks of death in patients who have good 
glycemic control seems, at a first glance, unexplained. 



The different kinds and facets of hyper/dysglycaemia:

- average glucose (HbA1c):
- fasting glucose;
- post prandial glucose;

- hyperglycemic peaks;
- hypoglycemia
- glucose variability.

Dissecting HbA1c in patients with diabetes
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Severe hypoglycaemic events in 
ACCORD, ADVANCE and VADT

In all three trials an episode of severe hypoglycemia was associated with an 
increased risk of subsequent mortality
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Meta-analysis of studies on severe hypoglycemia and CVD

Severe hypoglycemia is associated 
with a higher risk of CVD (~2 fold)

Study
Weight 

(%)
Relative Risk 

(95% Cl)
Relative Risk 

(95% Cl)

Prospective
ADVANCE
VADT 2011
Subtotal: P=0.10, l2=63.8%

Overall: P=0.002, l2=73.1%

Retrospective
Johnston 2011
Zhao 2012
Rathman 2012
Hsu 2012
Subtotal: P=0.10, l2=63.8%

11.12
5.97

17.08

27.62
20.03
12.66
22.60
82.92

100.0

3.45 (2.34-5.08)
1.88 (1.03-3.43)
2.67 (1.48-4.80)

1.79 (1.69-1.89)
2.00 (1.63-2.45)
1.60 (1.13-2.26)
2.26 (1.93-2.65)
1.93 (1.68-2.21)

2.05 (1.74-2.42)
1 2

Goto A et al. BMJ. 347:f4533, 2013.



Insulin pump therapy, multiple daily injections, and cardiovascular 
mortality in type 1 diabetes: The Swedish National Diabetes Register

Steineck I et al., BMJ 2015;350:h3234

- 27%- 12 %



Reduced number of severe 
hypoglycaemic episodes in pump 
patients;

Separate analyses of updated mean 
HbA1c during the study, showed no 
significant differences between the 
treatment groups;

Insulin pump therapy, multiple daily injections, and cardiovascular 
mortality in type 1 diabetes: The Swedish National Diabetes Register

Steineck I et al., BMJ 2015;350:h3234

Message: reducing hypoglycemia, in addition to overall good 
glucose control (i.e. HbA1c), improves survival in type 1 

diabetes



Hypoglycemia in type 1 diabetes

Hypoglycemia is the most serious and threatening complication of insulin therapy. 
In type 1 diabetes:
• acute hypoglycemia can lead to loss of consciousness, seizures and even death1; 
• recurrent hypoglycemia is responsible for hypoglycemia unawareness and associated autonomic 

failure1; 
• on the long term, hypoglycemia is a risk factor for cardiovascular diseases2, the major determinant of 

reduced life expectancy of people with type 1 diabetes3; 
• on the long term, hypoglycemia may affect cognitive functions and brain structure4; 
• hypoglycemia and fear of hypoglycemia have a significant impact on quality of life, mood and 

activities of daily living5.
1Seaquist ER et al. Diabetes Care. 2013;36:1384-95

2Lung TW et al. Diabetes Care 2014;37:2974-81
3Lind M et al. N Engl J Med 2014;371:1972-82

4Bednarik P et al. Front Neurosci. 2017 Sep 25;11:529
5Davis RE e al. Curr Med Res Opin. 2005;21:1477-83.



Evidence:
- Both in type 1 and type 2 diabetes, hypoglycaemia may counterbalance 

the potential benefit of intensive glucose control;

Actions:
1) therapeutic approaches with lower risk of hypoglycaemia: new insulin 

analogues and pumps in type 1; new drugs (DPP-4i, SGLT-2i, GLP-1) in 
type 2;

2) Improvement of glucose monitoring in patients with diabetes.

Relevance of glucose control for CVD in diabetes



HbA1c

Global glycaemic control

SMBG

Daily self management

Unstructured (random)
Structured

CGM & FGM

Daily self management

How can we monitor glucose in patients with diabetes?



HbA1c

Global glycaemic control

HbA1c: adequacies and inadequacies

- integrated measure of mean blood glucose 
over the previous 2-3 months;

- the most important marker of glucose 
control, commonly used to judge and correct 
diabetes treatment;

- established relationship with average 
glucose, with some caveats;

- predictor of long term microvascular and 
macrovascular complications;

- as sole marker of glucose control, insufficient 
for long term prognosis.

How can we monitor glucose in patients with diabetes?



The many faces of a HbA1c of 7%

58%
18%

24% 29%

63%

8%

12 am 12 pm 12 am

>180 mg/dL (10 mmol/L) 70 - 180 mg/dL (3.9 - 10 mmol/L) <70 mg/dL (3.8 mmol/L)

THE MANY FACES OF HBA1C



The limitation of HbA1c is now part of the
Standards of Care 2018 of the ADA

A1C does not provide a measure of glycemic variability or 
hypoglycemia. For patients prone to glycemic variability, especially 
patients with type 1 diabetes or type 2 diabetes with severe insulin 
deficiency, glycemic control is best evaluated by the combination of 
results from A1C and SMBG or CGM.



SMBG

Daily self management

Unstructured (random)
Structured

SMBG: adequacies and inadequacies
- integral component of diabetes care, provides 

information on fasting and post-prandial glucose, 
symptomatic and asymptomatic hypoglycemia and 
glucose excursions related to medications and 
lifestyle change;

- need for structured approaches, in timing and 
frequency, of glucose reports and analysis, 
incorporating educational and therapeutic 
components;

- remains a point measurement, needs puncturing 
fingers several times a day, can be painful, difficult 
to perform for some people, potentially associated 
with risk of infection and blood dissemination.

How can we monitor glucose in patients with diabetes?



Structured vs unstructured SMBG in T2D not treated 
with insulin: change in HbA1c

Data are Least Square Means ± Standard Error
Adjusted for baseline HbA1c, center and diabetes treatment at baseline

Bosi E et al. Diabetes Care 2013;36:2887-94



Introducing glucose variability and the way to detect it: 
SMBG and CGM

• Hypoglycaemic events
• Postprandial glucose excursions and hyperglycemic peaks
• Minor fluctuations in blood glucose levels



CGM & FGM

Daily self management

CGM & FGM: adequacies and inadequacies
- Wearable and Real Time Continuous Glucose Monitoring 

(CGM) represent the most advanced systems of glucose 
measurement;

- The ability of detecting hyperglycemic peaks, hypoglycemic 
events and glucose fluctuations is enormously improved by 
the use of CGM;

- The efficacy in improving the overall glucose control has 
been demonstrated, although many more studies are 
needed to fully elucidate the potential of these systems on 
patient outcomes and quality of life;

- The cost-effectiveness and psychological impact are also to 
be evaluated.

How can we monitor glucose in patients with diabetes?



FGM in prospective RCTs: 
The IMPACT and REPLACE Studies

Type 1 Patients: IMPACT Type 2 Patients: REPLACE

Lancet. 2016 Nov 5;388(10057):2254-2263 Diabetes Ther. 2017 Feb;8(1):55-73



FGM in prospective RCTs: 
The IMPACT and REPLACE Studies

Results: HbA1c

IMPACT REPLACE
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There was no significant change in HbA1c in FGM users versus SMBG

Bolinder J et al. Lancet. 2016 Nov 5;388(10057):2254-2263 Haak T et al. Diabetes Ther. 2017 Feb;8(1):55-73



FGM in prospective RCTs: 
The IMPACT and REPLACE Studies

Results: HbA1c

IMPACT REPLACE

For REPLACE, <65 years old subgroup, there was a significant decrease in HbA1c in FGM users versus conventional 
SMBG.           

Mean change: -0.33%, p = 0.03
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FGM in prospective RCTs: 
The IMPACT and REPLACE Studies
Results: Time In Hypoglycaemia
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Glucose Level Difference (vs control) in change from 
baseline Significance (vs control) Reduction vs control

<70 mg/dL -0.47 P<0.001 43%

<55 mg/dL -0.22 P=0.0014 53%

<45 mg/dL -0.14 P=0.0013 64%

Glucose Level Difference (vs control) in change from 
baseline Significance (vs control) Reduction   

vs control

<70 mg/dL -1.24 P<0.0001 38%

<55 mg/dL -0.82 P<0.0001 50%

<45 mg/dL -0.55 P<0.0001 60%

Bolinder J et al. Lancet. 2016 Nov 5;388(10057):2254-2263 Haak T et al. Diabetes Ther. 2017 Feb;8(1):55-73



IMPACT Study in T1D: Glucose variability

Bolinder J et al. Lancet. 2016 Nov 5;388(10057):2254-2263



REPLACE Study in T2D: Glucose variability

Haak T et al. Diabetes Ther. 2017 Feb;8(1):55-73



The 2017 December issue of Diabetes Care……

“Periodically, a new idea, method, or tool leads to a turning
point in the management of diabetes. We believe such a 
moment is now upon us, brought by development of reliable 
devices for continuous glucose monitoring (CGM).“



International Consensus on CGM

The purpose was to provide guidance in utilizing, 
interpreting and reporting CGM data in clinical care 
and research



1. Limitations of HbA1c
2. Use of glucose monitoring methodologies (SMBG and CGM) to guide 

management and assess outcomes in different patient populations 
3. Minimal requirements for CGM performance
4. Definition and assessment of hypoglycemia in clinical studies
5. Assessment of glycemic variability (GV)
6. “Time in range”
7. Visualization, analysis and documentation of key CGM metrics

Danne T et al. Diabetes Care 2017; 40:1631-1640

International Consensus on CGM: 
7 main topics



International Consensus on Use of Continuous Glucose 
Monitoring 

Definition and assessment of hypoglycemia in clinical studies

The following classifications of hypoglycemia should be used
in categorizing levels of hypoglycemia:
- Level 1: A hypoglycemia alert glucose value of <70-54 mg/dL (<3.9-
3.0 mmol/L) with or without symptoms. This should be considered 
an alert 
- Level 2: A glucose level of <54 mg/dL (<3.0 mmol/L) with our 
without symptoms. This should be considered clinically significant 
hypoglycemia requiring immediate attention.
- Level 3: Severe hypoglycemia. This denotes cognitive impairment 
requiring external assistance for recovery, but is not defined by a 
specific glucose value.

Danne T et al. Diabetes Care 2017; 40:1631-1640



International Consensus on Use of Continuous Glucose 
Monitoring 

Assessment of glycemic variability (GV)

• Numerous studies have focused on glycemic variability (GV) as 
an independent risk factor for diabetes complications, 
particularly CVD and on the effects of GV on cognitive function 
and quality of life;

• GV is a reflection of a dynamic process, and its understanding 
and measuring are less apparent that that of HbA1c;

• Standard deviation (SD), coefficient of variation (CV) and mean 
amplitude of glucose excursions (MAGE) are widely used to 
quantify GV;

Danne T et al. Diabetes Care 2017; 40:1631-1640



International Consensus on Use of Continuous Glucose 
Monitoring 

Time in Ranges

• Time in range (TIR) generally refers to the time spent in an 
inidividual's target glucose range (usually 70-180 mg/dL, but 
occasionally, as in pregnancy, 70-140 mg/dL). 

• TIR measurements add valuable information to assess the level of 
current glycemic control in addition to what is known from the 
HbA1c. 

Visualization, analysis and documentation of key CGM metrics

Standardizing glucose reporting and analysis is vital to optimizing 
clinical decision making in diabetes.

Danne T et al. Diabetes Care 2017; 40:1631-1640



International Consensus on Use of Continuous Glucose 
Monitoring 

Recommendations

14 key metrics should be utilized to assess glycemic control and document:
1. Mean glucose.
2. Percentage/time in Level 2 hypoglycemic range (<54 mg/dL [3.0 mmol/L]). Urgency for action: Clinically 

significant / Very low / Immediate action required.
3. Percentage/time in Level 1 hypoglycemic range (<70-54 mg/dL [<3.9-3.0 mmol/L]). Urgency for action: 

Alert / Low / Monitor.
4. Percentage/time in target range: 70-180 mg/dL / 3.9-10.0 mmol/L (default); 70-140 mg/dL / 3.9-7.8 

mmol/L (secondary); Individual targets closer to the physiological range can be defined, depending on age, 
comorbidities and/or patient adherence.

5. Percentage/time in Level 1 hyperglycemic range (<180 mg/dL [10.0 mmol/L]). Urgency for action: Alert / 
High / Monitor.

6. Percentage/time in Level 2 hyperglycemic range (<250 mg/dL [13.9 mmol/L]). Urgency for action: Clinically 
significant / Very elevated / Immediate action.

7. Glycemic variability, reported as CV.
8. Estimated HbA1c (eA1c).
9. Data for glucose metrics (1-7) reported in 3 time blocks (sleep, wake, 24 hours).
10. Data sufficiency - minimum 2 weeks of data.
11. Data sufficiency - 70-80% of possible CGM readings over 2-week period.
12. Episodes of hypoglycemia.
13. Area under the curve (AUC) (recommended for research purposes).
14. Risk of hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia (LBGI and HBGI recommended). Danne T et al. Diabetes Care 2017; 40:1631-1640



International Consensus on Use of 
Continuous Glucose Monitoring 

Danne T et al. Diabetes Care 2017; 40:1631-1640



COMPREHENSIVE GLUCOSE PENTAGON MODEL1

1. Vigersky R.A. et al. J Diabetes Sci Technol. 2018;12(1):114-123.

 Green area: standard area for healthy 
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COMPARISON OF NEW VS. TRADITIONAL METRICS OF HYPOGLYCAEMIA

Mean glucose (mg/dL)

Time-out-of-Range (TOR)

Intensity HYPER (mg/dL x min2) Intensity HYPO (mg/dL x min2)

 Green area: standard area for healthy 
subjects

 Baseline: SAP (No automation)
 12 weeks: SAP + Suspend on low

CVGlucose (mg/dL)

RESULTS OF THE ASPIRE IN-HOME TRIAL1,2

1.Bergenstal R.M., et al. N Engl J Med. 2013;369:224-32.
2. Vigersky R.A. et al. J Diabetes Sci Technol. 2018;12(1):114-123.



Conclusions

1. CGM is a robust research tool, and continuous glucose data should be 
recognized as a valuable and meaningful endpoint to be used in clinical 
trials of new drugs and devices for diabetes treatment. 

2. The identification of hypoglycemia is as important as the measurement of 
time in range in clinical trials. 

3. Quantifying the duration and magnitude of hyperglycemic excursions 
provides another means of assessing glucose control. 

4. In clinical practice, the advanced metrics of assessing continuous glucose 
data are appropriate as outcome parameters that complement HbA1c for a 
wide range of patients with diabetes and should be considered for use to 
help them to improve glycemic control, provided appropriate educational 
and technical support is available.

International Consensus on Use of Continuous Glucose 
Monitoring 

Danne T et al. Diabetes Care 2017; 40:1631-1640
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